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Why include geo-politics and law in Arctic 
ABC project? 
• Outreach cruise, Helmer Hansen, spring 2014

• The study of international relations (IR) in the Arctic 
overlaps with several disciplines such as law, history, 
marine biology and other hard‐sciences

• Research on IR in the Arctic can be better informed if 
applying findings from hard sciences 

• Researchers, and research findings, from hard sciences 
often have a long way to go before they reach political 
decision‐makers and diplomats acting on behalf of states 
(e.g. within Arctic Council or bi‐ and multilateral 
negotiations)
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Political Science – the study of politics

• Local, national, international level

• Quantitative and qualitative methods

• Seeks to explain and understand political processes, but
also to predict outcomes and improove governance.

• IR is particularly concerned with cooperaton, conflict, 
security and power dynamics within the international
system
 States (traditionally) viewd as the key actors
 Power and interests – key explainatory factors (military and 

economic) 
 Anarchy and the role of norms / international law
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Political science… does it really 
matter?

• Some classical insights from IR… 
 (What is the equivalent to Geirs «Haneskjell» 

example from the train?)

• - From League of Nations to the UN

• - Democratic peace

• - Law of the sea - Arctic peace and stability
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Kathrin Keil:….
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A case bridging marine science with issues 
of politics, International law and diplomacy

• How to manage the living resources in the 
High Seas of the Central Arctic Ocean?

• This is a key dimension of the 
“geopolitical component” within the 
Arctic ABC project
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Innsight from one published article:

The emerging politics of the Arctic Ocean. 
Future management of the living marine 
resources…. (N. Wegge (2015) Marine Policy 51: 331–338.)
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Research questions in article 
project:

• 1) What is the potential for future commercial utilization 
of marine resources in the Arctic Ocean? 

• 2) Are there differences between engaged 
governmental and NGO stakeholders’ views, 
concerning the future management of the Arctic Ocean? 
- If so what explains the division lines between them? 

• 3) Whose interests and norms seem to most strongly 
influence the unfolding political processes, and what 
explains why some actors seem to have more control 
than others?





International Hydrographic Organizations (IHO) Special Publication no. 23 (1953) on 
Limits of Oceans and Seas



EEZs and High Seas in the Arctic 



International Law and institutional frameworks of 
relevance

• UNCLOS 1982
 UN Fish Stock Agreement of 1995 

• The North East Atlantic Fisheries commission (NEAFC)

• A5 Ad hoc meetings: Ilulissat 2008, Chelsea 2010, + several 
fisheries and governmental official meetings

• Arctic Council?



The NEAFC Regulatory Area 
(North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission)



Some key physical and biological changes

• Less sea ice 

• Warmer water further north

• Migration of fish north and east wards

• Acidification



The potential for cod, haddock (demersal) 
and  capelin (pelagic)

www.geology.com



Hollowed AB, Planque B, Loeng H. (2013): “Potential 
movement of fish and shellfish stocks from the sub-Arctic to 
the Arctic Ocean”. Fisheries Oceanography 22(5): 355-370.

• Evaluation of environmental factors such as: “the spatial 
distribution of suitable thermal conditions, availability of prey, 
the depth of migration corridors”, “key life history and 
behavioral characteristics” including “growth potential, fidelity 
to spawning sites, foraging plasticity, thermal tolerances and 
habitat depth”, 

• By concretely evaluating 17 fish, shellfish stocks or stocks 
groups, the article concludes by pointing out six stocks with 
a “high potential” to expand into the Arctic Ocean: 
 polar cod (Boreogadus saida), snow crab (Chionoectes opilio), bering 

flounder (Hippoglossoides elassodon), greenland shark (Somniosus 
microcephalus), arctic skate (Amblyraja hyperborea), and beaked 
redfish (Sebastes mentella)



Warmer water and less ice but: 

• Spawning conditions?
• Depths?
• Nutrition?

Are we left to speculations?



The polar cod

• Are there any fish even 
further north?

Polar cod



Arctic Ocean fisheries enters the agenda

• Climate changes  + experiences from the  Bering sea 

• The US Senate 2008, resolution initiated by Republican 
Senator Ted Stevens from Alaska 
 “Directing the United States to initiate international discussions and take 

necessary steps with other Nations to negotiate an agreement for managing 
migratory and transboundary fish stocks in the Arctic Ocean”

• Pew Charitable trust: 2000 + scientist signs a letter



The actors and their backgrounds/ interests

• The Actors: A5
 USA
 Canada
 Denmark/ Greenland
 Norway
 Russia  

• Other key actors
 Iceland
 Finland
 EU
 Pew Charitable trust

 China and other Asian states



The A5 takes the lead

• Several A5 meetings since Oslo 2010
 1. With Governmental officials and scientists
 2. Senior Arctic fisheries scientists

• The meeting in Nuuk, February 2014
 The participants recognized the need for interim precautionary 

measures to prevent any future commercial fisheries without the 
prior establishment of appropriate regulatory mechanisms

 The meeting agreed that it is appropriate for the states whose 
exclusive economic zones border the high seas area in question to 
take the initiative on this matter. 

• A5 declaration was planned last year, but Ukraine crisis put a 
halt to the process.



Contested issues 
• Do we need a big and costly organization when there are 

hardly any fish there?

• Who should decide

• The nuances in «moratorium», «prohibition», «not give 
permission». What about experimental fisheries?

• Indigenous people? Whaling?

• The case of Norway – principals and misunderstandings in 
media.



The Canadian delegation at the A5 meeting in Nuuk, Greenland 24-26 February 2014



The Norwegian delegation at the A5 meeting in Nuuk, Greenland 24-26 February 2014



Reviewing the ongoing process, 
and the way ahead

• Political entrepreneurship, just as important as science 
and law?

• The A5 has taken advantage of their geography

• A differentiation within the group of Arctic States? 
(Ilulissat 2008 once more…)

• Non-A5 countries will perhaps be more involved soon?



Implications for non-Arctic 
states

• Important decisions concerning the future of the Arctic 
Ocean are being settled today

• The UN 1995 Fish stocks agreement 
 In the High Seas all states are supposed to be treated on an 

equal footing with respect to utilization of living resources

• The way conflicts are handled in the Arctic might serve 
as a model elsewhere



Questions? 


